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This paper developed a deep architecture to predict the short-term traffic flow in an urban traffic network.The architecture consists
of threemainmodules: a pretrainingmodule, which generates initializedweights and provides a rough learning of the features firstly
with the training set in an unsupervised manner; a classificationmodule, which performs the data classification operation through
adding the logistic regression on top of the pretrained architecture to distinguish the traffic state; and a fine-tuning module, which
predicts the traffic flow with supervised training based on the initialized weights in the first module. The classification module
provides the fine-tuning modules with two classified datasets for more accurate forecasting. Furthermore, both upstream and
downstream data are utilized to improve the prediction performance. The effectiveness of the proposed model was verified by
the traffic prediction of the road segments of Nanming District of Guiyang. And with the comparison analysis over the existing
approaches, the proposed model shows superiority in short-term traffic prediction, especially under incident conditions.

1. Introduction

Short-term traffic flow forecasting is important for the study
of intelligent transportation systems. The accurate and timely
traffic flow forecasting can effectively relieve the traffic
congestion, reduce the incidence of accidents, and provide
us comfortable traffic environment. The short-term traffic
flow prediction, whose time span is generally not more
than 15 minutes, makes the influence of random factors
and uncertainty more significant. So an adaptive prediction
model with the ability of dealing with time series data and
fast computing ability is highly overarching.

Traditional traffic flow prediction approaches can be
divided into two categories: prediction method which is
based on traditional mathematics and physics, such as
ARIMA model [1], time series model [2], Kalman filtering
model, and exponential smoothing model. But it is hard to
actually apply these prediction methods to make timely and
accurate prediction, due to the difficulty in constructing and
solving the mathematical model utilized in these methods.
The other kind is the approaches without mathematical mod-
els, including neural networks [3], nonparametric regression

[4], and support vector machines (SVM) [5, 6] which do not
need to build a complex model and only utilizes real-world
dataset tomake predictions. In recent years, the breakthrough
in deep learning algorithms has led to its application in
transportations systems which have large amounts of data
with large dimensions. In [7], a deep Restricted Boltzmann
Machine and Recurrent Neural Network architecture was
utilized in the model, and the traffic congestion was predicted
based on Global Positioning System (GPS) data from taxi.
In order to obtain better prediction accuracy for intelligent
transportation systems, the preprocess on the raw data in
advance is proposed. In [8], a hybrid model for traffic flow
prediction was developed, the FIFO-filter classified data into
clusters and made a rough prediction, and the multilayer
feed-forward neural network architecture was optimized
using evolutionary strategies to provide accurate prediction.
In [9] a neurofuzzy model was employed for traffic predic-
tion. It used a gate network to categorize the input data based
on a fuzzy approach and an expert neural network to specify
the input–output relationship.

Traffic flow datasets have significant characteristics; for
example, it has both time dimension and space dimension
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Figure 1: Forecasting framework.

and it could be influenced by traffic accidents, weather,
festival seasons, etc. In [10] the spatiotemporal characteristics
of traffic flow were considered, and the spatial and tem-
poral correlation was introduced into the modeling phase
to improve prediction accuracy. Reference [11] forecasted
normal traffic flow in traditional way, while at the edges of
the rush hours, the autoregression algorithm combined with
historical data was utilized.

Based on the preliminary investigation, a certain char-
acteristic of traffic flow is identified such that there would
be a big change in the relationship between upstream traffic
parameters and downstream traffic parameters if the traffic
accidents occurred. Incorporated with this characteristic and
making full use of huge real-world data, this paper proposed
a deep architecture consisting of three modules for traffic
flow prediction: in the first module, we attempt to train
a deep belief network with stacked Restricted Boltzmann
Machines. The trained weights of DBN have two roles; one
is as features extraction of traffic state classification. Another
is used for unsupervised features learning in traffic flow
prediction. In the second module, the training data were
divided into two datasets (the normal and the accidents).
Then the datasetswere used to train the classifier.Thedivision
could contribute to proper training and reduce the high
error caused by spatial difference between different traffic
conditions. In the third module, supervised training based
on the initialized weights obtained from the first module was
developed combined with each classified dataset to predict
the traffic flow respectively. The respective fine-tuning could
capture the unique features of two conditions and help to have
a faster convergence.The performance of the proposedmodel
was compared with conventional neural networks. The rest
of the paper is structured into three sections. In Section 2, a
brief introduction on the traffic prediction problem and the
proposed model architecture is presented. Section 3 provides
detail explanation of the test data used, the selection of
various parameters, and benchmark models used and details
the simulation results. Furthermore, the comparison and
analysis of the performance of proposed prediction model
against benchmark models are provided. Section 4 provides
a brief conclusion.

2. Traffic Flow Prediction

2.1. Basic Description. Traffic flow can be affected by previous
traffic conditions in the upstream and downstream direction.

Assume that a target road section is denoted as m and the
forecasted period as t. In order to predict the average speed
of vehicles on roadm at time t which is denoted as Vm(t), the
forecasting framework is built as shown in Figure 1.

There is a certain relationship between vm(t) and the
average speed of the vehicles during the previous period
from the temporal dimension. And vm(t) is affected by
the traffic flow of the upstream and downstream sections
simultaneously. As a result, vm(t) can be predicted by n
previous period V𝑚(𝑡-1), V𝑚(𝑡-2), . . . , v𝑚(𝑡-𝑛) and traffic state
of upstreamanddownstream sections during the sameperiod
V𝑚−1(t),vm+1(t). Similarly, traffic flow of other segments can
also use this framework to predict. Let the input matrix
of road network state information be X; the rows of input
matrix consist of traffic flow data which is acquired orderly
according to the time. Each column is the traffic data of road
m-1, m, m+1. Each row is a high-dimensional sample with
a combination of column information. The input matrix is
expressed as

𝑋 = [ 𝑉𝑚−1(𝑡−1) 𝑉𝑚(𝑡−1) 𝑉𝑚+1(𝑡−1)𝑉𝑚−1(𝑡−2) 𝑉𝑚(𝑡−2) 𝑉𝑚+1(𝑡−2)
... ... ...

𝑉𝑚−1(𝑡−𝑁) 𝑉𝑚(𝑡−𝑁) 𝑉𝑚+1(𝑡−𝑁)

], there is a total ofN time

sample points, and the dimension of the input matrix is𝑁×3.
Prediction task V𝑚(𝑡) could be represented asY.This is known
as the high-dimensional sequence learning problem. A deep
learning architecture with temporal processing capabilities is
desired.

2.2. Characteristics of Traffic Flow. As a first step in themodel
building process, we made a preliminary investigation of the
traffic patterns. We chose a common road network structure
in Chinese cities and observed the traffic speed values in 180
minutes repeatedly. Figures 2-3 present the observed traffic
speed values of relevant road sections under normal, incident,
conditions, respectively. As shown in Figure 2, the trend of
their change is relatively consistent and stable, waving up
and down in small amplitude. From Figure 3, when there is
a traffic incident, the traffic speed values of the road decline
significantly. At the same time, the traffic speed values of
upstream rise and the values of downstream decline slowly.
The result shows that the traffic speed values will change
significantly when the traffic incident happened, and its
relationship with other road sections is significantly different
compared to one in normal traffic state. So in the process
of deep learning, there will be a worse training accuracy
and the training time will be longer without distinguishing
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Figure 2: The traffic speed values of the relevant road sections in general traffic state.
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Figure 3: The traffic speed values of the relevant road sections in traffic incident.

between two kinds of traffic conditions. Therefore, a model
with distinguishing the traffic state is proposed.

2.3. Model Architecture. The proposed classified deep neural
network structure (CDNNs) is as shown in Figure 4. Since the
spatial difference between normal and incident conditions is
very large, only using one neural network cannot capture the
dynamics effectively. Sowe classify the traffic into two clusters
and train a neural network for each cluster. The pretraining
module has two functions. One of them is to extract features
of the input data for traffic classification through classification
module. The other is to initialize the weights of architecture
in fine-tuning module for traffic prediction.

Let the input dataset of the prediction model be denoted
as X, and prediction task could be represented as Y.

2.3.1. Pretraining Module. Pretraining module serves to pro-
vide a deep learning through DBN to achieve the automatic
extraction of abstract representations only using unlabeled
data. We take the training data X as the input of DBN.

DBN is a stack of Restricted Boltzmann Machines which
are energy-based models. Therefore, an energy function for
the model is defined firstly [12]. At the same time, the real
values with Gaussian noise are used to represent traffic data.
Then, for a given set of states (v, h), the energy functions
and conditional probability distributions can be defined as
follows: − log𝑃 (V, ℎ) ∝ 𝐸 (V, ℎ; 𝜃)

= |𝑉|∑
𝑖=1

(V𝑖 − 𝑎𝑖)22𝜎𝑖2 − |𝐻|∑
𝑗=1

𝑏𝑗ℎ𝑗
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− |𝑉|∑
𝑖=1

|𝐻|∑
𝑗=1

V𝑖𝜎𝑖 ℎ𝑗𝑤𝑖𝑗
(1)

where v is visible unit, h is hidden unit, 𝜃 = (w, a, b) are
parameters of RBM, and wi,j is the connection weight of unit
i and j, with ai and bj as their bias. Based on this energy
function, we can get the conditional probability distributions
of the state (v, h):

𝜌 (ℎ𝑗 | V; 𝜃) = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚( |𝑉|∑
𝑖=1

𝑤𝑖𝑗V𝑖 + 𝑏𝑗) (2)

𝜌 (V𝑖 | ℎ; 𝜃) = 𝑁(𝑎𝑖 + 𝜎𝑖 |𝐻|∑
𝑗=1

ℎ𝑗𝑤𝑖𝑗, 𝜎𝑖2) (3)

where the Gaussian distribution is denoted as 𝑁(𝜇, 𝜎2), and𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚(𝑥) = 1/(1 + 𝑒−𝑥) is a sigmoid function. Then we can get
the distribution of v:

𝑝 (V) = ∑
ℎ

𝑝 (ℎ | 𝜃) 𝑝 (V | ℎ, 𝜃) (4)

The process of training DBN is carried out layer by layer.
In each layer, use the visible data vector to infer the hidden
layer, and then this hidden layer is taken as the visible data
vector of the next layer (higher layer) [13]. The parameters𝜃 = (𝑤, 𝑎, 𝑏) are learned through CD algorithm [14].

DBN is thus used to learn unsupervised features.

2.3.2. Classified Module. The characteristics learned from
DBN are the most representative for data. We can use DBN as
the features learning model to classify data. So we just add a
final classifier and fine-tune the model with the labeled data.
The category labels are respectively denoted as normal traffic
condition and traffic incident condition. The data are labeled
according to the traffic information which was collected from
traffic management department.

In this section, we use our learned features as direct input
to the logistic regression which is suited for binary classifi-
cation. Suppose there is n training samples X={𝑋1, . . . , 𝑋𝑛},
where Xi is a vector of d dimension. Y’={𝑦1, 𝑦2} are the

category labels: normal traffic condition and traffic incident
condition; the logistic regression will study such a function:

𝑓 (𝑥) = 𝑔 (𝜃𝑇𝑥) = 11 + 𝑒−𝜃𝑇𝑥 (5)

Let

𝑃 (𝑦 = 1 | 𝑥, 𝜃) = 𝑓 (𝑥) (6)

Then the probability belongs to the category of 0 is

𝑃 (𝑦 = 0 | 𝑥, 𝜃) = 1 − 𝑓 (𝑥) (7)

We use the maximum likelihood estimation method to
solve the parameters.

Then the input dataset X is classified into two subsets X1,
X2.

2.3.3. Fine-TuningModule. Previous studies have shown that
differences of early parameters produce major influence on
the final choice during training procedure. Therefore, the
parameter being limited to a range through pretraining can
achieve a more efficient optimization. A very good feature
of a DBN is that it can infer the states of the layers of
hidden units only in forward pass. Then the inference can
be used in deriving the variational bound [15]. So after
pretraining through a stack of RBMs, we can jettison the
whole probabilistic framework and simply use the generative
weights in the reverse direction as a way of initializing the
weights of all except the last layer of a traditional deep
neural network. Then, the “recognition” weights of the DBN
become the weights of a standard neural network for each
traffic condition respectively. In Section 2.3.2, the training
data have been classified into two clusters according to the
traffic condition. We then just add a final layer of variables
that represent the desired outputs above each network and
respectively fine-tune the model with each labeled data using
backpropagation.

In conclusion, with pretraining completed in the first
section, we add a logistic regression layer above the DBN to
form a classifier. And the classifier is trained using the labeled
(normal or incident) data. Then we train two deep neural
networks.Thus, we can apply the complete module to predict
the trafficflow. Firstly, the rawdatasets without any additional
information as the input of DBN are preprocessed, and they
are classified into two clusters through the classifier. Then
each group of the two classified datasets is used to forecast
the traffic through the corresponding deep neural networks.
An illustration of the deep architecture with classifier for
traffic flow prediction is as shown in Figure 5. The raw data
as input of DBN are preprocessed and the initialized weights
are generated through training DBN layer by layer except the
final layer of DBN. Next, the generated weights are firstly
classified into two sets through adding the logistic regression
as the final layer of DBN.Then the classified weights are used
once again to predict the traffic flow through adding a final
layer of variables that represent the desired outputs.
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3. Experiments and Results

3.1. Experiment Settings

Data Description. Select three road segments randomly
throughout Nanming District of Guiyang in Guizhou
province as the research object. In Figure 6, the basic network
ofNanmingDistrict is as shown, and themarked locations are
the randomly selected road segments to collect data.

The spatial location and information of the road segments
are as shown in Table 1. For each of the 3 selected segments,
the traffic speed (vehicle average speed of each segment) data
from 2011-04-11 and 2011-05-10month-long were collected by
coil detector andmicrowave detector.These 30-s raw data are
then aggregated into 5-minperiods. Besides detector data, the
incident data which were recorded after incident were also
collected from traffic management department. Then three
time units of traffic data are taken as the input of the neural
network, and the next time unit is taken as the future traffic
data to make predictions. Stating in simpler words, we take
7:15, 7:20, and 7:25 time points as input units, including 20
raw data points from 7:15 to 7:25, to predict the traffic data at
7:30.We further aggregate the data into 15-minute periods as
a set of training samples. Then we get 3 datasets with 86400
groups of sample data for each road segments, the first 20
days of data as the training data, the last 10 days of data as
the test data. Therefore the original data matrix dimension
is 57600×3, 28800×3, respectively. And we repair the lost
data and error data and make standardization of the data by
normalizing the traffic speed into [0, 1].
Evaluation Metrics.We use the absolute percent error (APE),
mean absolute percent error (MAPE), and root mean square
error (RMSE) for error measurement. They are defined as

𝐴𝑃𝐸 (%) = 
𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖𝑦𝑖

 × 100 (8)

𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 (%) = 1𝑛 ⋅ 𝑛∑
𝑖=1


𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖𝑦𝑖

 × 100 (9)

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = [1𝑛
𝑛∑
𝑖=1

(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖)2]
1/2

(10)

where 𝑦𝑖 represents the predicted traffic flow and 𝑦𝑖 rep-
resents the observed traffic flow. We could get the mean
accuracy (MA) to evaluate the prediction performance of
each algorithm. TheMA is employed as follows:

𝑀𝐴 = 1-1𝑛

𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖𝑦𝑖

 (11)

Selection of Parameters. The network parameters of the deep
architecture are chosen throughnumerous simulations on the
training sets. The number of units in each layer is chosen
from 40, 80, 160, 320, 640, 1280, and 2560.The layer size is set
from 1 to 4. And the epoch is set from 10 to 100 with interval
of 10. We tried all the parameters combinations 10 times for
each test and chose the setting number of layers=3, number
of units=160, epochs=40. In order to test the effect of each
parameter on our deep architecture, we changed the value
of one of the parameters while keeping the other parameters
fixed. The result of network size is reported in Tables 2 and
3. Taking the MA and the training time into account, 3 layers
and 160 nodes in each layer are the best choice.

Then, we investigate the effect of epochs. Figure 7 shows
that the curve of accuracy on the training set is a function of
the number of epochs. Apparently, large epoch, which would
lead to a large temporal cost, is not appropriate in our model,
although they can improve the accuracy on the training set.

For comparison purposes, three existing models are
employed here.They are a neurofuzzyC-meansmodel (FCM)
[16], a deep learning architecture (DLA) [17], and the neural
networks (NN) model [18]. The parameters of these archi-
tectures were trained by grid search using the same traffic
datasets as the one used for the proposed CDNNs. Among
these three methods, the FCM method is a hybrid model
that combines neural networks with fuzzy C-means. The
fuzzy C-means classifies traffic flow patterns into a couple of
clusters. Then, the FCMmodel could forecast the traffic flow
associated with each cluster. Through iterative experiments,
the network architecture of FCM with 3 input nodes, 20
centers, was selected. The DLA method, which could learn
effective features for traffic flow prediction, has a deep belief
network at the bottom and a regression layer at the top. The
architecture of DLA was composed of 3 layers, 128 nodes in
layers and 40 epochs. The NN method is a backpropagation
neural network with one hidden layer. The deep architecture
of NN method is more responsive to dynamic conditions
for the traffic flow forecast than the historical, data-based
algorithm. After trial and error, the optimized architecture
of NN was composed as follows: ten neurons in the input
layer, single hidden layer with 4 neurons and 1 output neuron.
The input data for the methods are the same with that for
CDNNs model and all of the experiments were implemented
in Matlab.

3.2. Prediction Performance Results. Firstly, the prediction
performance of the proposed model (CDNNs) for target
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Figure 6: Basic network of Nanming District and data collection.

Table 1: The spatial location and information of the road segments.

Number Target Downstream Upstream
1 WQ-YA-(ZH-N) YL-WQ-(ZH-N) YA-WC-(ZH-N)
2 WC-YY-(ZS) SX-WC-(ZS) YY-BS-(ZS)
3 YA-ZS-(HS) WQ-YA-(HS) ZS-ZH-(HS)

Table 2: Effect of the number of layers.

Layers 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
MA 0.855 0.886 0.901 0.912 0.915 0.921 0.926
Time 82s 209s 310s 455s 550s 661s 798s

Table 3: Effect of the nodes in a layer.

Nodes 40 80 160 320 640 1280 2560
MA 0.857 0.879 0.895 0.918 0.926 0.931 0.953
Time 72s 169s 412s 1455s 3150s 8661s 19923s

road WQ-YA-(ZH-N) on a randomly selected day is given in
Figure 8, and Figure 8(a) presents the predicted values, and
the APE values for the prediction are plotted in Figure 8(b).
As shown in Figure 8(a), a traffic incident occurred at 18:50,
blocking traffic until 19:30, which naturally dropped the
traffic flow. From Figure 8(a), we can see that the predicted
result draws near the actual data for most time even during
the period of incident. This is also shown in Figure 8(b),
where the APE values are plotted.

In order to clearly show the potential of CDNNs to
respond well to the incident, the MAPE values of CDNNs
for WQ-YA-(ZH-N) road segment in different scenarios are
given in Table 2 for further analysis. The ‘average’, which
refers to the average prediction for the whole period between
13:00 and 20:00, indicates the overall performance of CDNNs.
The ‘without incident’ refers to the average prediction for the
period between 13:00 and 18:50 and the period between 19:30
and 20:00. ‘Incident only’ refers to the average prediction for a

period between 18:50 and 19:30, when the incident happened
and this value indicates the ability of CDNNs to respond
to incident. From Figure 6(b) we can see that only at the
beginning of the occurrence of the incident, the absolute
percent error (APE) is extremely high, and then it quickly
falls back. So calculating the average prediction for the period
of ‘incident only’ with the certain point excluded can assess
its capability to recover its prediction accuracy for incident.
As shown in Table 4, the overall performance for the whole
period is close to the performance for the normal traffic
period. It presents much worse prediction performance for
the traffic with incident because the unexpected incident
caused time to react. Once the model identified the incident,
the prediction performance for the traffic with incident will
be even better than that for normal traffic, with an average
MAPE of 5.93%.

To test the effectiveness of preclassification in the deep
architecture, we compare the performance of the proposed
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Table 4: Prediction performance in different scenarios.

Scenario Average Without incident Incident only Point excluded
MAPE(%) 6.72 6.28 9.66 5.93

Table 5: Prediction performance in different scenarios.

Scenario MAPE(%)
CDNNs FCM DLA NN

Overall 6.89 11.52 9.73 13.43
Without incident 6.27 9.18 6.51 10.85
Incident only 9.06 16.01 21.39 22.77

Table 6: Prediction performance in different scenarios.

Road MAPE(%) RMSE
CDNNs FCM DLA NN CDNNs FCM DLA NN

1 6.49 11.52 9.73 13.43 3.98 4.57 3.55 5.42
2 6.89 8.92 6.5 11.02 3.48 5.72 4.89 6.36
3 6.69 8.59 6.85 11.17 3.99 5.08 4.05 6.31

20 40 60 80 100
0.85
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0.93

0.95

0.97

0.99

Number of Epochs

M
A

Figure 7: Effect of epochs.

CDNNs model with the other models which are introduced
in Section 3.1 for road segments: WQ-YA-(ZH-N), WC-YY-
(ZS), and YA-ZS-(HS), respectively.

Figure 9 shows prediction performance on a certain day
(4th of May, which is chosen randomly) for WQ-YA-(ZH-
N)(traffic incident period is between the two lines). The
actual and forecasted values are presented in Figure 9(a).
As expected, the CDNNs model has the best prediction
performance. The APE values of each model are statistically
not significantly different for most time, with the exception
of incident period, when APE values are relatively higher, as
shown in Figure 9(b). It can also be noticed in Figure 9(b) that
CDNNs and DLA models present lower APE values during
the normal traffic time periods. During the incident period,
CDNNs clearly performs better than the other models,

because the incident traffic is equally treated as the normal
one by the three models, and they could not respond to the
unexpected changes well.

The MAPE of each model is computed by averaging
the APE over three periods (the whole test time, the nor-
mal traffic time, and the incident time) singly, as shown
in Table 5. It can be seen that CDNNs presents the best
prediction performance for all three periods, with MAPE of
6.89%, 6.27%, and 9.06%, respectively. Under the incident
conditions, CDNNs model has a much better prediction
with MAPE of 9.06%, because it distinguishes traffic incident
condition from the normal one and can effectively discover
the spatial and temporal correlations between up-down
streams even during the incident period. For normal traffic,
DLA gives the second best performance, with MAPE of
6.51%, close to that of CDNNs, because it makes traffic
flow prediction with deep learning similarly with CDNNs
but without preprocess step. The performance of FCM for
different periods is relatively stable compared with DLA and
NN, because FCM categorizes traffic flow patterns into a
couple of clusters. But it is not as sensitive as CDNNs due
to lack of pretraining. Not surprisingly, NN model gives the
lowest performance among all models, withMAPE of 13.43%,
10.85%, and 22.77%, respectively; this is due to the pure deep
architecture of NN.

For road segments WC-YY-(ZS) and YA-ZS-(HS), where
the models were tested on the same day as WQ-YA-(ZH-
N), the prediction performances are presented in Figure 10,
respectively. The results are coincident with the aforemen-
tioned conclusion.

In Table 6, the MAPE values and the root mean square
error (RMSE) of eachmodel for each road segments are given.
It is clear that the predictions of CDNNs model outperform
those obtained from the existing models. CDNNs model
yieldsMAPE of around 6.5% compared toMAPE values from
6.5% to 11.52% obtained from the other models. The errors
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Figure 9: Performance for traffic flow prediction on WQ-YA-(ZH-N).

of CDNNs model have the lowest degree of being discrete
with the RMSE values from 3.48 to 3.99 for the three road
segments. It can be seen that the proposed model produces
better prediction stability as compared to the compared
models.

Finally, to see the overall prediction performance of
10-day test data, the prediction accuracy is computed by
averaging the mean accuracy (MA) of 3 road segments over
the 10 days. A visual display of the accuracy of the fourmodels
for both normal traffic and traffic with incidents on target
road segments is as shown in Figure 11.

From Figure 11, we can see that the proposed CDNNs
model could outperform the other three approaches, espe-
cially for the traffic with incidents. It consistently demon-
strates the deduction described in previous section. We can

include that CDNNsmodel has a certain potential in complex
nonlinear short-time traffic flow prediction.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, a deepmachine learning architecture consisting
of three modules: a pretraining module, a classification
module, and a fine-tuning module, has been proposed to
predict the short-term traffic flow. The pretraining module
took a stack of RBMs at the bottom, which is effective for
unsupervised features learning. The classification module
and the fine-tuning module put regression layers at the top
to classify the traffic data into two traffic states and predict
the traffic flow respectively. The performance of the proposed
architecture clearly indicated the effectiveness in traffic flow
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Figure 10: Performance for traffic flow prediction.
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Figure 11: Comparison on prediction accuracy of four models.

prediction compared with the well-established FCM, DLA,
and NN models. Distinguishing the incident from traffic
flow contributes to optimizing the weights and improving
the performance of the features learning. However, employ-
ing classification module increases the computational time
though speeding up the running time of the fine-tune
module. In future work, we will investigate ways to reduce the
training time of our models, such as sparse representation of
data and integration of the classification module with fine-
tuning module.
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